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Abstract    The determination of seismic earth pressure of retaining wall plays a crucial role in appropriate design of 

retaining structures. However, a current analytical method consists of various assumptions, complicated calculations 

and required lot of time to get results. This paper, compared different methods of analysis such as conjugate stress 

method, pseudo dynamic method, limit equilibrium method, kinematic limit analysis and displacement based approach 

of determining seismic earth pressure. The results show that seismic earth pressure coefficient increases with increasing 

parameters viz. angle of wall friction, slope of backfill and decreases with increase of angle of internal friction. Also, 

Pseudo Dynamic method gave the optimum value of seismic earth pressure coefficient while Displacement Based 

Approach gave higher value of seismic earth pressure coefficient. A program on MATLAB was also developed for 

calculation of seismic earth pressure. 

Keywords — seismic earth pressure, conjugate stress method, pseudo dynamic method, limit equilibrium method, kinematic 
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INTRODUCTION 

The dynamic response of even simplest type of retaining 

wall is quite complex. The determination of  seismic active 

earth pressure is essential for safe design of retaining wall in 

the seismic zone. Earthquake-resistant design of earth 

retaining structures like retaining walls, earth dams and 

foundations are very important problems to minimize the 

devastating effect of earthquake hazards[1]. Many 

researchers have developed several methods to determine 

the seismic active earth pressure on a rigid retaining wall 

due to earthquake loading. The pioneering work on 

earthquake induced earth pressure under active and passive 

condition acting on retaining wall had been carried out since 

1926. Furthermore, the work is being carried out using 

forced based and displacement based approach. In this 

paper five different methods of seismic earth pressure 

analysis were studied and compared. For the calculation of 

seismic earth pressure based on Mononobe - Okabe method 

and Conjugate Stress method a program on MATLAB 

software was developed.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The most commonly adopted method for determining the 

dynamic lateral pressure on retaining structures was 

developed by Mononobe and Okabe. The method was 

developed for dry cohesion less materials. The active 

pressure during the earthquake was computed by the 

Coulomb theory except that the additional forces kh W and 

kv W were included in the computation 

Based on pseudo-static analysis and the concept of 

intermediate soil wedge with curved surface, a new 

methodology was developed to evaluate seismic earth 

pressures under any condition between the active and 

passive states. An equivalent seismic coefficient was 

introduced to take into account non-uniform seismic 

acceleration distribution with depth.  This new earth 

pressure equation was only suited for normally consolidated 

soils [2]. 

The pseudo-dynamic method which was used to compute 

the distribution of seismic active earth pressure on a rigid 

retaining wall supporting cohesion less backfill in more 

realistic manner by considering time and phase difference 

within the backfill. Planar rupture surface was considered in 

the analysis. Effects of a wide range of parameters like wall 

friction angle, soil friction angle, shear wave velocity, 

primary wave velocity and horizontal and vertical seismic 

accelerations on seismic active earth pressure had been 

studied [3]. 

A simple analytical method for analysis of reinforced 

retaining walls with cohesive-frictional backfill under 

pseudo-dynamic loadings was proposed for inclined 

retaining walls. Based on Horizontal Slice Method a new 

formulation was obtained for determining the characteristics 

of inclined walls in granular and or frictional cohesive soils. 

The suggested formulation for n layers (slices), including 5n 

equations and 5n unknowns for analysis of each retaining 

wall, is presented based on limit equilibrium principles and 

the horizontal slices method. It shows that active earth 
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pressure (Ka) and seismic active pressure coefficient (Kae) 

both increase linearly with increase in slope of retaining 

wall [4]. 

The Rankine’s classic earth pressure solution had been 

expanded for the calculation of seismic earth pressure on 

rigid retaining walls supporting cohesion less backfill. The 

expanded solution was based on the conjugate stress 

concept, without employing any additional assumptions. 

Seismic lateral pressure increases with depth, and the point 

of application of the resultant was calculated based on 

stratigraphy [5]. 

The extensive theoretical solutions in the form of charts 

which had been generated based on a kinematically 

admissible translational mechanism for computing the 

active resistance of cohesive frictional soil retained by a 

rigid wall due to seismic body forces with the application of 

the upper bound limit theorem of plasticity. The reduction 

in passive earth-pressure coefficients was largely influenced 

by roughness, orientation of wall, slope angle of backfill 

soil, and the position of surcharge from the wall [6]. 

The present paper presents the comparative study of 

different methods used for computation of seismic active 

earth pressure.  

METHODOLOGY 

The displacement based approach; pseudo dynamic method, 

conjugate stress method, kinematic limit analysis, and 

horizontal slice method were used in this work to determine 

seismic active earth pressure. These methods are shortly 

described as below.  

Displacement Based Approach [2] 

The backfill soil may extend or compress with the wall 

displacement, which makes the soil under different strain 

constraints. Lateral strain parameter R is used to represent 

the lateral deformation of the soil, which is caused by the 

wall displacement (Fig.1). The relation between the soil 

lateral strain parameter R and the wall displacement △ can 

be estimated by the formulas. The expression for seismic 

active earth pressure is 

 
 

.  

 

Figure 1: Variation in the Dimensions and Weight of Static 

Intermediate Soil Wedge with Lateral Wall Displacement 

 

 
 

                     

Pseudo Dynamic Approach [3] 

The analysis considers the effect of various parameters like 

friction angle (), shear wave velocity (Vs), primary wave 

velocity (Vp), both horizontal and vertical seismic 

coefficient (kh and kv). For analysis the vertical rigid 

retaining wall was considered as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2:  Model of Retaining Wall Considered for 

Computation of Pseudo Dynamic Active Earth Pressure. 

x 
1 
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The expression for seismic active earth pressure was 

given by, 

       

 
 = unit weight of backfill material, Qh and Qv   are 

horizontal and vertical inertial forces. 

Conjugate Stress Method [5] 

The combined action of gravitational acceleration, g, and 

the horizontal and vertical pseudo static accelerations, ah 

and av, can be represented by a single acceleration field 

acting at an angle  to the vertical, as denoted in Fig.3 The 

seismic earth thrust on the wall, PAE is given by the 

following expression. 

 
Figure 3: Problem geometry and conjugate stress state in a 

soil element of the backfill 

 
where, KAE = coefficient of seismic lateral earth pressure 

and is obtained as follows: 

 

 

 
Kinematic Limit Analysis [6] 

An improved composite collapse mechanism, as illustrated 

in Fig. 4, had been used to perform the analysis, in which a 

radial shearing zone OBC was chosen in between two 

triangular blocks OAB and OCD. The zone OBC was a 

continuous deforming shear zone in which the energy 

dissipation occurs within the region OBC and along the 

shearing boundary BC. 

The resultant seismic active force Pa can be calculated by 

expression given as 

 

where, Ka  s, Kaqs, and Kacs = individual seismic active 

earth thrust coefficients due to the components of soil unit 

weight, surcharge, and soil cohesion, respectively. 

Horizontal Slice Method [7] 

The stability of retaining wall subjected to seismic loads is 

analyzed using a new limit equilibrium method identified as 

the Horizontal Slice Method. In this approach, the sliding 

wedge was divided into a number of horizontal slices as 

seen in Fig. 5.  

 

 
Figure 4: (a) Proposed Composite Collapse Mechanism; (b) 

Velocity Hodograph 

 

 
Figure 5: Horizontal Slices in Planar Failure Wedge and 

Forces Acting on the Wedge 

 

The resultant Active earth pressure can be calculated using 

expression as 

 

 P = γH
2
Naγ + qHNaq- cHNac 

 

where, Naγ, Naq, Nacare the Earth Pressure Factor (EPF)s 

and are given by 
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where,  = the inclination angle of the failure plane, φ= 

internal angle of friction of the soil, crack depth factor fc = 

Hc/H, angle of wall friction is δ,  = batter angle. 

MATLAB PROGRAM 

The program had been developed using MATLAB 

software for computation of seismic active earth pressure 

using Conjugate Stress method and Mononobe Okabe 

method. The flowchart for this program is shown in Fig 6. 

 
Figure 6: Flowchart of MATLAB Program 

The retaining wall was analyzed with the properties of 

soil and wall as m kh= 0.112, 

kv= 0.027for all different mehtods and results 

were compared. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A retaining wall of 5m height was considered for analysis. 

For different theories a same data of wall, soil and 

earthquake was used and the results were compared for each 

theory. Table 1 shows results obtained by different methods 

and the variation with respect to Mononobe Okabe method. 

 

 

Table 1: Percent Increase/Decrease in Seismic Earth Pressure 

Sr. 

No. 
Method 

Seismic Earth 

Pressure 

(KN/m) 

Increase/ 

Decrease 

(%) 

1. Mononobe Okabe  Method 69.43 Nil 

2. Conjugate Stress Approach 69.10 -0.47 

3. Pseudo Dynamic Approach 68.85 -0.83 

4. 
Kinematic Equilibrium 

Method 
73.67 +6.1 

5. Horizontal Slice Method 70.10 +0.96 

6. 
Displacement Based 

Approach 
73.55 +5.93 

The seismic active earth pressure coefficient was 

determined by various methods for different parameters and 

shown in Table 2. These studies show the effective 

influence of different parameters on seismic coefficient of 

active earth pressure for each method.  

Table 2: Coefficient of Seismic Active Earth Pressure by Various 

Methods 

 

Fig. 7 shows the variation of Kae with respect to Kh   

keeping  and  constant. It can be observed that as kh 

increases from 0 to 0.2, Kae slightly increases, but after kh = 

0.2, sudden increase in Kae for Mononobe Okabe Method, 

Conjugate Stress Method, and Displacement Based 

Approach observed. 

 
 

[kaedi- Horizontal Slice Method, kag- Kinematic Limit Equilibrium,    

kaep- Pseudo Dynamic Method, ked- Displacement Based Approach,     

kej- Conjugate Stress Method, mo- Mononobe Okabe Method]  

Figure 7: Variation of Kae against kh (
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The variation for Kae with respect to  is shown in Fig.8. As 

 increase, Kae decreases for all methods. Kae is inversely 

proportional to angle of internal friction . 

For same  and Kh, the variation for Kae with respect to  is 

shown in Fig.9.It can be observed that slight increase in the 

value of Kae observed with increase of .  

 

Figure 8: Variation of Kae against  (h

 

Figure 9: Variation of Kae against  (h

The variation for Kae with respect to ω is shown in Fig.10. 

As ω, wall inclination angle increases value of Kae also 

increases.  

 

Figure 10: Variation of Kae against  ω (h

  The variation for Kae with respect to  is shown Fig.11. It 

can be observed that as  increases Kae decreases slightly in 

each method.

 

Figure 11: Variation of Kae against  (h

CONCLUSIONS 

The study of seismic active earth pressure by different 

method for various parameters was carried out. From the 

study it can be concluded that;  

1. The seismic earth pressure coefficient varies with method 

of approach. The displacement based approach 

kinematic limit analysis and horizontal slice method 

gave higher seismic active earth pressure than 

Mononobe Okabe method. 

2. The seismic active earth coefficient affected by of 

parameters viz. kh,  and .     

3. The coefficient of seismic active earth pressure (Kae) 

increases with increase in the values of parameters (kh, 

) and decreases with increase in the internal 

parameters (). 
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